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udging by the number of recent journal 
articles and conferences about them, 
institutional repositories are a hot topic 
in libraries today. Their appeal for 
librarians is easy to understand. In theory 

their goals are in perfect alignment with librarians' core 
values; they have the potential to provide users around 
the world with quick and easy access to information 
that has been hidden in file cabinets private comput
ers, and systems that are restricted to subscribers. 

Broadly speaking, institutional repositories are 
open-access software systems that allow institutions 
(usually through university libraries) to make the 
scholarship of their researchers openly available and 
preserved over the long term. These software systems 
provide low-barrier tools that allow authors to SELF
SELECT and SELF-ARCHIVE their scholarship into an 
open-access repository. Materials placed into these 
repositories are highly visible in the electronic world 
and are seen by users of search engines like Google as 
well as by specialized search systems like OAister. Most 
large and many medium-sized academic libraries in 
Indiana have implemented some version of an institu
tional repository for a wide variety of reasons that 
correspond to needs on their campuses. 

DEFINITIONS OF INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORIES 

The original vision for institutional repositories, 
heralded by the fu·st institutional repository software, 
EPrints, was to support a world-wide network of 
interoperable open-access collections of journal articles 
that had been formally published elsewhere. The vision 
was of a world-wide, cross-searchable network of 
collections of high quality, open access journal articles; 
these rich collections would support increased scholar
ship as well as encourage scholarly publishers to 
change their business models. 

In the seven years since Eprints was released, 
several other institutional repository systems have been 
developed and released: DSpace, another open source 
system, and hosted solutions like BePress's Digital 
Commons and ExLibris' DigiTool. These systems were 
developed with a larger view of institutional reposito-
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ries beyond peer-reviewed published journal articles. 
The most widely-cited definition of this expanded view 
came from Clifford Lynch (200::>): 

. .. a uni ersity-based institutional repository is a set 
of services that a university offers to the members 
of its community for the management and 
dissemination of digital materials created by the 
institution and its community members. 

For large academic libraries, \vhere most of the 
implementations have occurred, institutional reposito
ries are becoming more than repositories of peer
reviewed journal articles. In many cases, libraries are 
taking advantage of the increasing functionality and 
flexibility of these systems to provide access to a wide 
range of content and for a wide variety of purposes. In 
addition to encouraging faculty to deposit their peer
reviewed published journal articles in them, academic 
libraries are using these systems to provide access to: 

semi-published "gray literature, like conference 
papers and lectures 

dissertations 

monographs 

small datasets 

university administrative records (such as IUPUI's e
Archives) 

publishing platforms for journals and journal-like 
peer-reviewed publications 

repositories for backfiles of published materials; in 
fact, back issues of Indiana Libraries is available at 
IUPUI's IDEA Digital Archive 

platforms for full-blown digital library collections 
of library holdings. As one respondent noted in d1e 
recent MIRACLE survey of institutional repositories 
(Markey, Rieh, St. Jean, Kim, & Yakel, 2007): "At 
this small institution, it is in1perative d1at I use an 
approach that addresses bod1 scholarly 
communication and the institution's digital archival 
material." 

Some academic libraries are banding together to 
create a large shared collections like the Texas Digital 
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Library, and some are partnering with other libraries to 
provide access to materiaLs that did not originate from 
the institution at all such as KSPACe, a partnership 
between Kansas State HistoricaL Library and Kansas State 
University to develop a digital repository of Kansas state 
government publications. 

What does this mean for users? 

The phrase 'institutional reposftory' bas come to 
mean any implementation of an institutional repository 
software system. This, combined with the increasing 
functionality of institutional repository systems them
selves, has blurred the lines between "institutional 
repository," "digital library,' and even "publishing." 
Unfortunately for effective communication, these 
developments have made it increasingly difficult to 
understand what any individual really means when s/he 
says "institutional repository., 

While admittedly creating a communication prob
lem, however this environment is actually quite rich 
with opportunities for libraries to make important 
materials easily available on the Web, and this is great 
news for users around the world. A growing body of 
easily-discoverable, important content is being "pub
lished" (i.e., made public) by libraries everywhere. 
Some commercial publishers are changing their 
business models to be more sustainable. And research
ers are using these services as new channels for making 
their work public, both to colleagues in their disci
plines as well as to the public at large. 

IUSCHOLARWORKS AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY
BLOOMINGTON 

IU-Bloomington implemented DSpace, branded as 
' IUScholarWorks" in 2006. It was, and still is, envi
sioned as an open-access repository of materials 
produced by scholars on the IU-Bloomington and 
regional campuses. It currently has 1700 items in it, 
including peer-reviewed journal articles, student 
journals, journal supplements, dissertations, working 
papers, monographs, and technical reports. We see it as 
a first step in providing a richer range of publishing 
options for I researchers in the age of the Internet. 

Our experience with this project has been similar 
to that of orhet· academic lihra riec;; After 1 R mon t hc;; , ow· 
1700-item collection is described as "not bad" by an 
institutional repository veteran, reflecting the fact that 
no institution has seen a huge up-tal(e by their faculty 
to self-archive their own work. At IUB and elsewhere, 
scholars are generally supportive of the idea and, while 
many are slow to deposit their materials into 
IUScholarWorks, individual faculty and departments are 
becoming increasingly active. Like many libraries, the 
IUB Libraries ar taking responsibility for not only 
encouraging f-aculty to deposit their materials, but also 
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for submitting and managing those materials on their 
behalf and to help tl1em with copyright issues, which 
lie at the very heart of the enterprise. We are develop
ing partnerships with other university offices, such as 
the Graduate School and the Dean of Faculties, to help 
encourage researchers to deposit their scholarly 
materials. 

After talking with dozens of faculty and department 
chairs, we have discovered unmet needs that could be 
categorized as "publishing": datasets, journal supple
ments, journals, conference proceedings, dissertations, 
new forms of scholarship, etc. In the rich technological 
environment of a large academic institution, we are 
exploring the use of IUScholarWorks for some of these 
and are searching for technical solutions for others 
elsewhere. 

I'm interested in learning more -what should I do? 

In the words of the copyright lawyers, "It depends." 
While the institutional repository experience to date 
has been almost entirely in large academic libraries, the 
open-source and commercial software systems present 
opportunities for all types of libraries that have content 
which would be valuable contributions to the openly
accessible body of information out there and that need 
to be preserved. 

Some things you can do: 

Add OAlster to your searching routine when 
answering reference questions 

Do a little background reading, starting with the 
MIRACLE project's "Our Favorites for Getting 
Stru-red" 

Evaluate software options (Reiger, 2007). Pick 
softwru·e that meets your needs - if you need to 
manage a curated collection of images with 
thumbnails and specialized metadata, institutional 
repository software might not be the best choice. If 
you need to publish journals as well as create 
digital repositories, BePress's Digital Commons has 
that functionality built in. If you don't have ad
equate technical support to sustain a local 
implementation of open-source software, 
investigate a hosted option or find a pru·tner who 
ob.rt:I-\. .. 0 )'\.:!I'Ut i N'l\... t LDl dt-1\:\ \..d 1 LUHUl\:>UtC lhUO::, I.:: 

resources. 

Make a plan and define your purpose, but be 
flexible! Leave the door open for growth and 
evolution. Do not try to pre-determine all policies; 
when you talk with your users, you might discover 
other needs that this software could meet. There 
are even new service companies who offer their 
consulting expertise to help you plan, such as Care 
Affiliates. 
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